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Abstract-- Distributed generations (DGs) introduce significant 

uncertainties to restoration of active distribution networks, in 

addition to roughly estimated load demands. An adjustable robust 

restoration optimization model with a two-stage objective is 

proposed in this paper, involving the uncertain DG outputs and 

load demands. The first stage generates optimal strategies for 

recovery of outage power and the second stage seeks the worst-

case fluctuation scenarios. The model is formulated as a mixed 

integer linear programming problem and solved using the 

column-and-constraint generation method. The feasibility and 

reliability of the strategies obtained via this robust optimization 

model can be guaranteed for all cases in the predefined 

uncertainty sets with good performance. A technique known as 

the uncertainty budget is used to adjust the conservativeness of 

this model, providing a tradeoff between conservativeness and 

robustness. Numerical tests are carried out on the modified 

PG&E 69-bus system and a modified 246-bus system to compare 

the robust optimization model against a deterministic restoration 

model, which verifies the superiority of this proposed model.   

 
Index Terms-- Active distribution network, service restoration, 

robust optimization.  

NOMENCLATURE 

A.  Sets 


l
 Set of branches. 


b

 Set of buses. 


con

 Set of buses in the connected area. 


out

 Set of buses in the outage area. 


dg

 Set of buses connected with distributed generations. 

B.   Branch Variables and Parameters 

,
ji ji

p q  Active, reactive power flow from bus j to bus i. 

ij
s  Apparent power capacity of branch ij. 

ij
z  Binary status variable of branch ij. 

ij ij
r , x  Resistance, reactance of branch ij. 

C.  Bus Variables and Parameters 

,
i i

P Q  Actual active, reactive load demand at bus i. 
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E E

i i
P Q,  

Expected active, reactive load demand at bus 

i. 
E

i i
P P̂( - )  Lower limit of active load demand at bus i. 

E

i i
P P̂( + )  Upper limit of active load demand at bus i. 

dg

i
P  Actual active DG output at bus i. 

E,dg E,dg

i i
P , Q  Expected active, reactive DG output at bus i. 

E,dg

i i
P P̂( - )dg  Lower limit of active DG output at bus i. 

E,dg dg

i i
P P̂( + )  Upper limit of active DG output at bus i. 

i
V  Voltage magnitude at bus i. 

i
U  Squared voltage magnitude at bus i. 

i i
U ,U  Lower, upper limit of squared voltage 

magnitude at bus i. 
+ -, 

i i
 Fluctuation factors of bus i. 

b
n  Number of all buses. 

s
n  Number of substation buses. 

dg
n  Number of DG buses. 

D.  Other Notations and Vectors 

N   Uncertainty budget of the robust model. 

  A small positive number. 

M  A large positive number. 

j i   Bus j connected to bus i. 

z  Vector of switching decisions. 

p  Vector of the uncertain DG outputs and the 

uncertain load demands. 

α  Vector of fluctuation factors. 

x  Vector of power flow variables. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

ervice restoration is imperative on the occurrence of a 

distribution network outage. After detection and isolation 

of faults, the topology structure of the distribution network 

needs to be reconfigured to restore power to the blackout area 

through changing the status of switches. Generally, the 

problem of determining a restoration scheme for a distribution 

network supply is a multi-objective, combinatorial, non-linear 

problem with a number of constraints [1]. There have been 

considerable studies conducted on distribution network 

restoration, focusing on the efficiency and optimization of 

restoration methods. In [2]-[5], heuristic approaches were 

utilized to search for the required solutions. [6] compares four 

modern heuristic algorithms for effectiveness, including tabu 
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search, reactive tabu search, parallel simulated annealing and 

genetic algorithm [7] [8]. Neutral network [9] [10], 

knowledge-based expert systems [11] [12] and mathematical 

programming [13]-[15] have been applied to this problem as 

well. 

In recent years, distributed generations (DGs) have increased 

markedly in distribution networks; these comprise photovoltaic 

and wind power generators, which are the main contributors to 

active distribution networks (ADNs), but also present a series 

of threats to consistent power supply [16]. Further 

development of fault management technology is required to 

fully utilize ADNs. However, the rapidly increasing 

penetration of distributed generation mechanisms introduce 

further uncertainty risks to ADN restoration, due to their 

volatility and intermittency. In reality, fulfilling the restoration 

task is a time-consuming process, while the outputs of DG are 

not fixed, but fluctuate during this procedure. Although 

significant researches were devoted to forecasting techniques, 

DG outputs are not easily predicted accurately. Time-varying 

load demands in the connected area contribute further 

uncertainties to service restoration processes. Furthermore, 

because few real-time measurements exist in distribution 

networks, it is difficult to obtain a reliable and high-quality 

estimation of all load demands [17]. In real word, fluctuating 

DG outputs, time-varying load demands and estimation errors 

of loads are three major sources of uncertainty factors in ADN 

restoration. As for the corresponding uncertainty risks, poor 

restoration performance may result in such uncertain 

conditions when using a deterministic model, even leading to 

failures under some restoration strategies since of  violation of 

security constraints. For instance, if the load demands in 

connected area unexpectedly increase, an originally restoration 

scheme may cause branches overloading or voltage violations. 

Such un-robust restoration scheme may induce additional 

customers’ outage. Hence, this range of uncertainties present 

significant challenges to traditional deterministic algorithms in 

ADN, and a more robust restoration technique is required to 

ensure the feasibility and reliability of restoration strategies. 

Some studies [17]-[19] have introduced fuzzy approaches 

and probabilistic tools to modeling uncertainty in DG outputs 

and load demands for restoration. However, the membership 

functions of fuzzy numbers are chosen by human experience 

and probability distributions of random variables need to be 

given. In our previous work [20], a robust restoration decision-

making model based on information gap decision theory is 

proposed to seek robust strategies, while the description of 

uncertainty in this method is over-simplified. In [21], the 

uncertainty of load demand is considered for distribution 

network reconfiguration incorporated optimal power flow. 

As mentioned above, the ADN restoration problem is to 

solve optimal restoration strategies for maximizing the 

restored load considering the uncertainties of DG outputs and 

load demands, while satisfying the operating constraints in 

distribution networks. In this paper, we formulate this issue as 

a two-stage adaptive robust optimization model, considering 

the uncertainties in both DG outputs and load demands. A 

robust restoration strategy means it can satisfy all the   

operational constraints during restoration if the uncertain DG 

outputs and load demands vary within predefined bounded 

uncertainty sets. The main contributions of this paper are as 

follows. 

1) Based on a deterministic restoration model, we develop a 

two-stage robust restoration optimization model (RROM), 

where the fluctuant DG outputs and load demands in ADN 

are described as predefined uncertainty sets. The bounds of 

these uncertainty sets can be constructed from profiles of 

historical data and the operators’ needs. In this robust 

optimization model, the first stage is associated with 

switching decisions, when we generate the optimal 

restoration strategy under a certain given scenario. In the 

second stage, the worst-case fluctuation scenario is sought 

within the predefined uncertainty sets. The robustness of 

the restoration strategies generated from this model can be 

guaranteed for all cases in the uncertainty sets with 

acceptable optimization performances, which is validated 

using numerical tests. 

2) The original robust restoration optimization model is a 

mixed integer quadratic constraint programming (MIQCP) 

model with a two-stage objective function. To facilitate the 

solving of this model, a quadratic constraint linearization 

method is adopted to transform the MIQCP to a mixed 

integer linear programming (MILP) model.  

Moreover, the strategy of the uncertainty budget or the price 

of robustness [22] is introduced to adjust the global range of 

uncertainty sets, which can control the conservativeness of this 

model and make a tradeoff between robustness and 

conservativeness.  

Besides this work, there is another robust ADN restoration 

decision-making model  which is based on an information gap 

decision theory (IGDT-RRDM) [20].The proposed RROM has 

following two advantages over IGDT-RRDM, which is also 

the motivation to develop RROM in this paper.   

(1) Optimality: The restoration strategies obtained via IGDT-

RRDM can ensure feasibility and that the objective does not 

fall below a certain threshold, whereas they are usually not 

optimal but just robust feasible solutions, while RROM can 

always generate robust optimal solutions under the given 

uncertainty sets in restoration, which is verified by the 

simulation results.  

 (2) Applicability: Confronting a fault in ADN, IGDT-

RRDM can only provide a specific Pareto optimal front, in 

which every point is associated with a series of parameters and 

a certain restoration strategy. However, how to choose optimal 

values of parameters for IGDT-RRDM is an empirical 

problem in real application, and there are no general rules to 

follow. Furthermore, each potential fault in consideration is 

corresponding to a particular Pareto optimal front with given 

demand coefficient, so it is rather difficult to gain a complete 

knowledge base of all these fronts in reality. In contrast, only 

the uncertainty sets need to be given for RROM according to 

the profiles of historical data. Therefore, it is much easier for 

the application of RROM comparing against IGDT-RRDM.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 

Section II, a deterministic restoration model and a robust 

restoration optimization model are presented. In Section III, 

we use the column-and-constraint generation method to solve 

this two-stage robust model. Numerical tests are discussed in 

Section IV, and we draw conclusions in Section V. 
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II.  ROBUST RESTORATION MODEL 

A. Deterministic Restoration Optimization Model (DROM) 

After isolating the faults in a distribution network, supply 

restoration is conducted to recover the power in unfaulted but 

out-of-service areas. Essentially, the restoration strategy is an 

optimal combination of open and closed switches for certain 

objectives with operating constraints. Based on the studies in 

[13] and [20], we formulate ADN restoration as a mixed 

integer quadratic constraint programming model, whose 

objective is to maximize the restored power. Because the DG 

outputs and load demands are modeled as constant parameters 

during the restoration period, it is a deterministic optimization 

model without regard to uncertainty indeed, which is presented 

as follows. 

1) Objective Function:  

Max



out

i
i

Obj.   P
∈ 

                                (1) 

i
P  is the actual active load demand at bus i during the 

restoration process,  and 
out

 is the set of buses in the outage 

area. 

2) Radial Operation Constraint: 

   

 

0, 1 

l

ij l

ij b s

 ij

z ,  ij

s.t.
 z = n - n



    






                      (2) 

Binary variable
ij

z represents the status of branch ij, equals 

to 1 if branch ij is connected, and equals to 0 otherwise. 
l
 is 

the set of all branches. 
b

n  and 
s

n are the number of all buses 

and the number of substation buses respectively. Equation (2) 

ensures no loops in the network [23]. 

3) Power Balance Constraint at Buses 

     

E E

ji i ji i
j i j i

E E

i i con

p = P q = Q

P Q i

 




    

 ,

, ，

                                           (3) 

E

i

ji i ji iE
j i j i i

E

i i out

Q
p P q P

P

P P , i

 


 




    

 ,                    (4) 

E,dg E,dg

ji i i ji
j i j i

E,dg

i ji dg
j i

p P Q q

P p i

 



  



     


 

- ，

        (5) 

Equations (3)-(5) represent the power balance of buses in 

connected area, buses in the outage area and DG buses, 

respectively.
ji

p  and 
ji

q  are the active and reactive power 

flows from bus j towards bus i, respectively. 
i

P is the actual 

active load demand at bus i during the restoration period, 

while 
E

i
P and 

E

i
Q  are the expected active and reactive load 

demands at bus i, respectively, which are given deterministic 

parameters. 
E,dg

i
P and 

E,dg

i
Q are the expected active and 

reactive outputs of the DG, respectively. In equation (4) (5), 

we presume that the power factors of load demands and DG 

outputs are fixed during the restoration period. It should be 

noted that  denotes a small positive number, and the 

corresponding inequalities aim to avoid the existence of 

transfer buses with no generation or load in the solutions. 

4) Branch Capacity Constraint 

                      2 2 2，    ij ij ij ij lip q z s j                       

(6) 

ij
s  is the apparent power capacity of branch ij  in equation 

(6), where 
ij

z  is added to limit the power flow to zero in 

disconnected branches. 

5) Voltage Security Constraint 

                  
，




    

2

i i

i i i b

U = V

U U U i
                       (7) 

   In equation (7), 
i

V  is the voltage magnitude at bus i. To 

linearize the quadratic voltage constraint, we use the squared 

voltage magnitude 
i

U  to represent the voltage variable. 
i

U  

and 
i

U  are the lower and upper limits of the squared voltage 

magnitude at bus i, respectively.  

6) Power Flow Equality Constraint 

 

 

 
 

1

2

- 2

ij ij

i j ij ij ij ij ij

i j ij ij ij ij ij

l

m = - z M

U - U m + p r + q x

U - U m + p r + q x

ij

 

 




  

                 (8) 

Equation (8) describes the power flow equations, where 

power loss in branches is ignored. A big M is introduced to 

cancel the constraints in disconnected branches.  

A detailed description of DROM is given in [20]. 

B. Robust Restoration Optimization Model (RROM)  

Based on DROM, we take the uncertainties of the DG 

outputs and load demands in restoration into account, 

describing them as predefined polyhedral uncertainty sets  : 

 +

+

E E

i  i i i i con

dgdg E,dg E,dg dg

i i i i i  dg

 P P P ,  P P i

P P P , P P i

     
   


     
  

ˆ ˆ- ,

=
ˆ ˆ- ,

    (9) 

The restoration problem is then formulated as a two-stage 

robust optimization model. In the first stage, we generate 

optimal restoration strategies to maximize the restored power, 

where switching decisions z  are regarded as the decision 

variables. The worst-case fluctuation scenarios that jeopardize 

load recovery are sought among the predefined uncertainty sets 

in the second stage. Following confirmation of the worst-case 

scenario, we make optimal decisions to restore as much outage 

load as possible, which gives the final restoration strategy. 

Accordingly, the formulation of the robust restoration 

optimization model is presented as follows. 

             Max Min Max
out

i
i

Obj.      P  




  
   
   


 

pz 
∈

                    (10) 

           2 4 6 7 8 9s.t.    
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E

i

ji i ji iE
j i j i i

i con

Q
p P q P

P

P i

 


 




   

 ,

,

                         (11) 

         

E,dg E,dg

ji i i ji
j i j i

dg

i ji dg
j i

p P Q q

P p i

 



  



     


 

- ,

                 (12) 

The objective function of RROM takes the form of 

maximizing a minimax problem, where   denotes the feasible 

region of the switching decisions vector z , which is a convex 

set and provides a simple description of radial constraints. The 

vector p represents the uncertain variables subject to the 

uncertainty sets  , involving the uncertain DG outputs and 

uncertain load demands. In equation (11), constant power 

factors of fluctuant load demands are assumed at the connected 

buses. Since we make decisions under the worst-case scenarios, 

the restoration strategies obtained via RROM are immune to 

the uncertainty factors and retain robustness for all cases in the 

given uncertainty sets. 

RROM is a mixed integer quadratic constraint programming 

(MIQCP) model with a two-stage objective function. To 

facilitate dualization in the subsequent solving process, the 

nonlinear model must be linearized; all equations are linear 

except equation (6), which presents a circular constraint. With 

the quadratic constraint linearization method shown in Fig. 1, 

we can use several square constraints to approximate the 

circular constraint. In this paper, two square constraints (13) 

are employed to substitute for equation (6), providing an 

adequate level of precision for engineering applications. In 

general, the use of more square constraints will increase the 

accuracy of the approximation. As a consequence of this 

transformation, RROM becomes a mixed integer linear 

programming (MILP) model. 

 

P

Q
S

 

Figure 1.  Circular constraint linearization method. 
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2 2

    

    

     

     

 

ij ij ij ij ij

ij ij ij ij ij

ij ij ij ij ij ij

ij ij ij ij ij ij

l

z s p z s

z s q z s

z s p q z s

z s p q z s

ij

                 (13) 

Nevertheless, searching for the worst-case fluctuation 

scenarios across the whole of the uncertainty sets may result in 

rather conservative strategies and risk losing optimality. To 

address this issue, the uncertainty budget [22] approach is 

utilized to control the conservativeness of RROM. The 

uncertainty sets are parameterized as expression (14) with 

auxiliary variables  i i
α , α+ - called fluctuation factors. Another 

constraint equation (15) is added to serve as the uncertainty 

budget.  

 

0, 1 0, 1

E

i i i i i i

dgdg E,dg dg

i i i i i i

i i

con dg

P P α P α P

P P α P α P

α , α

i

 




 
        

   


+ -

+ -

+ -

ˆ ˆ+ -

ˆ ˆ+ -
=

,

                    (14) 

 
 con dg

i i

i

α α N
  

 + -

,

+                                (15) 

 In equation (14), fluctuation factors  + -

i i
α , α are normalized 

variables, describing the upward or downward degree of 

deviations from the expected values. In equation (15), the 

parameter N denotes the uncertainty budget of RROM, and we 

derive a normalized value S called Robust Strength for a better 

description, given by equation (16).  

 con dg
S N n + n                            (16) 

After isolation of faults, the number of fluctuation buses 

 con dg
n + n is known in restoration. We can alter the value of 

the robust strength S from zero to one to change the range of 

the uncertainty sets, and make an adjustment to the global 

conservativeness of RROM. In particular, when S equals zero, 

RROM is identical to DROM, and the worst-case scenarios in 

the overall given uncertainty sets are considered if S equals 

one.  

III.  SOLUTION OF THE ROBUST RESTORATION OPTIMIZATION 

MODEL 

To make the solution algorithm explicit, we express the 

formulation of RROM in a compact form as follows. 

                TMax Min Max Obj.      


 
  pz

c x


                      (17) 

               s.t.    Ax  p                                               (18) 

     Cx + Dz f                                      (19) 

   T Ni α                                              (20) 

The power flow variables  , ,ij ij ip q U are chosen as the 

decision vector x in the inner objective, and expression (17) is 

the same as equation (10). Expression (18) represents the 

power balance constraints at the DG buses and the connected 

buses. It should be noted that the equations for power balance 

are reformulated in an equivalent unified form as inequalities, 

for simplicity. The remaining equations of the operational 

constraints are demonstrated in expression (19), and 

expression (20) describes the uncertainty budget, where the 

vector α  denotes the fluctuation factors in correlation with the 

uncertainty sets. From expression (14), it is observed that a 

particular value of α  represents a given fluctuation scenario.  

   Since RROM is a two-stage robust optimization model, we 

choose to solve this problem using the column-and-constraint 
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generation method introduced in [24]. According to the 

different objectives of these two stages, RROM is divided into 

the master problem and the subproblem, then a master-sub 

iterative process is followed. 

A.  Master Problem (MP) 

The master problem refers to the first-stage decision in 

RROM, shown as follows:  

               Max
M

Obj.  P  


=
z

                                      (21)                              

T

1, k

l

l l

l
 s.t.   

 l

 









*

= ,

c x

Ax  p

Cx + Dz f

                                  (22)  

                                

   In the master problem, the vector p is replaced by the known 

vector
*

p in expression (22), such that the fluctuation scenarios 

are given as known conditions. This aims to generate optimal 

restoration strategies for maximization of the restored power 

under the operational constraints. The uncertainty sets are 

substituted by finite partial enumeration scenarios with the 

superscript l, and the optimal value 
M

P  provides an upper 

bound for the original objective in expression (17). In this 

manner, the formulation of the master problem is a mixed 

integer linear programming model, which is a convenient 

mathematical form for solution.  

B.  SubProblem (SP) 

The subproblem corresponds to the minimax problem in 

expression (17), which is presented as follows: 

 T= Min Max 
S

Obj.    P   
p

c x


                         (23) 

            

T

 s.t.    

N

 







*

Ax  p

Cx + Dz  f

i α  

                                    (24) 

In the subproblem, the switching decisions 
*

z  are given as 

the known conditions in expression (24). The worst-case 

fluctuation scenario that minimizes the recovered power under 

given restoration strategies is found, and the optimal value 
S

P  

serves as a lower bound for the original objective in expression 

(17). While the subproblem is a minimax problem, it should be 

reformulated in a monolithic form through strong duality, 

shown as follows:  

 T T

1 2
= Min

S
Obj.  P   

 *
-λ p + λ f Dz           (25) 

T T T

1 2

1 2

T

=

0 s.t.    

N









+

,

λ A λ C c

λ λ

i α  

                                  (26)  

   However, there exist bilinear terms in expression (25). To 

solve this problem, we force the uncertainty budget N  to be 

an integer. After that, the worst-case fluctuation scenarios must 

exist at the extreme points of the uncertainty sets, which means 

that the fluctuation factors +

i
α and 

-

i
α must be either one or 

zero; the proof of this proposition is provided in [25]. Then, a 

standard linearization technique is applied to handle this 

problem. We substitute each product 
i i
α λ with a new 

variable
i
, and the big M method is utilized once again for 

relaxation. Finally, the dual-sub problem is presented as 

follows.  

   T T T

1 2
 Min

S
Obj.  P   

 *
= + + -

E
λ p p λ f Dz         (27) 

 

 

 

26

1 -

0 0, 1 

M
 s.t.    

M

i

 








 





  

,

-

, ,

i i i i

i i i

i i

λ α

λ α

α

                     (28) 

In expression (27), the vector 
E

p  denotes the expected DG 

outputs and load demands, and the vector p  represents the 

predefined deviations of the actual values away from the 

expected in the given uncertainty sets. 

C.  C&CG Algorithm 

The column-and-constraint generation (C&CG) algorithm 

procedure [24] for solving RROM is described as follows: 

 

1. Initialization: 

· Set LB=0, UB=+∞, k=0;  

· Set the convergence tolerance 0  . 

· Solve DROM to obtain the initial switching 

decisions k
z and the optimal objective

0
P . 

· Update the upper bound  UB min UB,
0

P ;  

2. Solving the sub problem (SP): 

· Given the switching decisions k
z , solve SP to obtain 

the worst-case fluctuation scenario 
+1k

*
p and

S
P . 

· If +
S

P ＜ , create variables 
+1k

x and add the 

following constraints to MP.  

                

T +1

+1 +1

+1

k

k k

k

 







*

c x

Ax p

Cx + Dz f

              (29) 

Update the lower bound  LB max LB,
S

P . 

· If +
S

P = , create variables 
+1k

x and add the 

following constraints to MP.  
+1 +1

+1

k k

k

 




*
Ax p

Cx + Dz f
             (30) 

3. Solving the master problem (MP): 

· Solve MP to obtain the switching decisions +1k
z and 

the optimal value
M

P . 

· Update the upper bound  UB min UB,
M

P . 

4. Checking for convergence : 

· If UB LB-   , terminate. 

· Else 1k = k + , and go back to step 2. 
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The master problem and the dual-sub problem are both 

mixed integer linear programming models, which can be 

solved efficiently using many commercially available 

optimizers, such as IBM CPLEX. 

IV.  NUMERICAL TESTS 

In section IV, the characteristics of RROM are 

demonstrated using numerical tests. At first, we give a brief 

introduction to the modified PG&E 69-bus test system. 

Secondly, a performance comparison between DROM and 

RROM is made in the worst-case fluctuation scenarios and 

using Monte Carlo simulations. Then, the advantages of 

RROM over our previous robust model IGDT-RRDM are 

illustrated through simulation results. Next, we discuss the 

impact of the uncertainty budget in RROM. Lastly, simulation 

results of additional testcases carried out on a 246-bus 

distribution system are provided.  

All the programming and numerical tests are implemented in 

the distribution management system (DMS) developed by 

Tsinghua University, and the power flow tools based on DMS 

are used as our simulator, whose core algorithms are revised 

backward/forward sweep and implicit Z-bus method. 

A.  Introduction to the PG&E 69-bus Test System 

The robust restoration optimization model is tested on a 

modified PG&E 69-bus system. As shown in Fig. 2, the dashed 

red lines denote the link lines that are usually open, and the 

yellow diamonds represent the buses connected to distributed 

generators. Assuming all branches can be operated, basic 

information on branch impedances and expected load demands 

is provided in [26]. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

55 5636 37 38 39

40 57 58

0

27

41

3528 29 30 31 3432 33

42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

6259 60 61 63 64 65 66 67 68

69

Link-1

Link-2

Link-3

Link-4

Link-5

 
Figure 2.  The modified PG&E 69-bus system. 

 

In the test system, we set the voltage of the substation bus to 

10.5 kV, and the lower and upper bounds of voltage to 9 kV 

and 11 kV for all buses, respectively. The apparent power 

limits of branches are listed in Table I, and Table II presents 

output information for the DGs. 
 

TABLE I.   

APPARENT POWER LIMITATION OF BRANCHES 

Corresponding branches 
Apparent power 

limitation (MVA) 

ln26-27,ln34-35,ln68-69,ln38-39,  

ln40-41,ln53-54,ln55-56,ln57-58 
1.12 

ln25-26, ln33-34, ln67-68, ln37-38, 

ln8-40,ln52-53, ln11-55, ln12-57 
2.24 

ln11-66, ln13-14, 

 ln15-69, ln27-54, ln39-48 
3.54 

ln21-22,ln22-23,ln23-24, 

ln30-31,ln31-32, ln32-33,  

ln36-37,ln6465,ln65-66, 

ln66-67, ln49-50,ln50-51,ln51-52 

4 

All other branches 6.5 

 

TABLE II.   

OUTPUT INFORMATION FOR DISTRIBUTED GENERATORS 

Bus No. 
DG Output 

(kW,kVar) 

Bus 

No. 

DG Output 

(kW,kVar) 

Bus 

No. 

DG Output 

(kW,kVar) 

Bus-19 150+j70 Bus-32 40+j25 Bus-68 100+j50 

Bus-25 70+j40 Bus-54 6.5+j40 / / 

B.  Tests in the Worst-Case Fluctuation Scenarios 

In this part, we assumed that the predefined uncertainty sets 

of DG outputs and load demands were given as expression 

(31), and the robust strength S in RROM was set to one, which 

implied that it sought the worst cases in the overall uncertainty 

sets. We extracted the worst-case fluctuation scenarios from 

the second stage of RROM, and compared DROM and RROM 

restoration performances under these conditions. 

0.65 ,  1.35 

0.7 , 1.3

E E

i   i i con

dg E,dg E,dg

i i i dg

 P P P i

P P P i

       


      

,

,

                (31) 

In the case of a fault occurring in branch 13-14, for example, 

an outage of 0.368 MW will occur after isolating the fault, and 

service restoration is conducted using DROM and RROM 

respectively. If the actual DG output dg

i
P and load demand 

i
P  

remain constant with the expected E,dg

i
P and E

i
P during the 

restoration period, an unfluctuating scenario is observed. In 

this case, the DROM and RROM restoration strategies were 

both successful.  

However, under the worst-case fluctuation scenario derived 

from the second stage of RROM, the DROM strategy failed to 

recover the outage, since it ignored the uncertainty and caused 

that the voltage magnitudes of bus-50, bus-51, bus-52, bus-53 

and bus-54 were less than 0.9p.u (violating their lower bounds). 

To implement the DROM restoration scheme, additional 

0.0282 MW of load shedding is deemed to occur. In contrast, 

the strategy generated using RROM recovered the outage in 

this worst case and achieved an optimal restored power of 

0.368 MW. As presented in [26], the excepted load demand at 

bus-50 is rather heavy, which reaches up to 1244kW+888kvar, 

so it increases significantly in worst-case scenario. Sharp 

voltage drop happened among bus-50 and it’s downstream 

when DROM strategy is conducted. Whereas under RROM 

strategy, branch 49-50 is disconnected and the heavy load is 

transferred to another major branch, which avoids the voltage 

violation. This is the specific reason why there are such 

distinct outcomes between DROM and RROM. 

Table III presents the above worst-case fluctuation scenario, 

and detailed test results are shown in Table IV. 
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TABLE III.                                                                                                                 

THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO DERIVED FROM RROM IN THE FAULT OF BRANCH 

13-14. 

The uncertain load demands: E

i   i i con
P P i   ,  

bus-1 = 1
i
  (forced) 

bus-2 and bus-61 = 0.65
i
  

All other buses in the connected area = 1.35
i
  

The uncertain DG outputs:  dg dg E,dg

i i i dg
P P i   = ,  

All the DG buses = 0.7dg

i
  

TABLE IV.                                                                                                          

RESTORATION RESULTS FOR DROM AND RROM IN BRANCH 13-14 UNDER 

THE UNFLUCTUATING AND WORST-CASE FLUCTUATION SCENARIOS. 

Model 
Restoration 

strategies 

Restored power (MW) 

Unfluctuating 

scenario 
Worst-case scenario 

DROM 

Disconnected: 

ln64-65, ln27-

54, ln39-48. 

Other branches 

are connected. 

0.368 

(Success) 

-0.0282 

(Fail: buses 50~54 

violate their lower 

voltage limits  ) 

RROM 

Disconnected: 

ln9-10, ln38-39, 

ln49-50. 

Other branches 

are connected. 

0.368 

(Success) 

0.368 

(Success) 

 

Similarly, we undertake an “N-1” restoration scan process in 

the test system under the worst-case scenarios. In each scan, 

one branch is assumed to be tripped, and fault isolation and 

restoration then follow. A performance comparison between 

DROM and RROM is shown in Fig 3. The dotted green line 

denotes the restorable power after the isolation of faults, and 

the solid blue curve and the dashed red curve represent the 

final restored power of RROM and DROM, respectively. It is 

clear that RROM is significantly more robust than DROM in 

the worst-case scenarios. Failures occurred in 27 cases using 

the DROM strategies, leading to additional load shedding, 

while the RROM strategies remained feasible and optimal at 

all times.  
 

 
Figure 3.  A restoration performance comparison between DROM and 

RROM under the worst-case fluctuation scenarios. The x-axis is the sequence 

number of the scan in decreasing order of the restorable power. The y-axis is 

the final restored power, in units of MW. 

 

Excluding 17 branches with zero restorable power, the 

restoration results of DROM and RROM are summarized in 

Table V, where the success rate is the proportion of the cases 

which were successful among the remaining 51 cases in the 

“N-1” scan.  
 

TABLE V.                                                                                                           

RESTORATION COMPARISON OF DROM AND RROM IN THE “N-1” SCAN 

UNDER THE WORST-CASE FLUCTUATION SCENARIOS 

Model 

Number 

of 

failures  

Success 

rate 

Total restored 

power (MW) 

Number of cases 

with higher 

restored power 

DROM 27 47.06% 27.69 0 

RROM 0 100% 35.09 30 

 

C.  Tests Using Monte Carlo Simulations 

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to compare the 

restoration performances of DROM and RROM under normal 

conditions. We presume that the actual DG outputs and load 

demands are independent random variables with Gaussian 

distributions. Up to 2000 fluctuation scenarios were generated 

independently and randomly for restoration of each faulty 

branch, and 3μ ± σ ( μ is the expectation value and  

σ represents the standard deviation) intervals are ensured in 

sampling. The robust strength S and the given uncertainty sets 

of the DG outputs and load demands were identical to those 

used in Part B. 

Another restoration “N-1” scan was conducted in the 

modified PG&E 69-bus test system using Monte Carto 

simulations. From the results of this scan, it was observed that 

the success rate of the RROM strategies was consistently 

100%, with a greater average restored power than for the 

DROM strategies. RROM is clearly more successful for most 

restoration cases compared to DROM. The simulation results 

are summarized for five cases in Table VI. 
 

TABLE VI.                                                                                                           

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS USING DROM AND RROM FOR 

RESTORATION IN FIVE TYPICAL CASES 

Ty

pe 

Faulty 

Branch 
Model 

Success 

rate 

Average 

restored power    

P  (MW) 

R DP P  

(MW) 

I 

ln15-16 
DROM 71.05% 0.189322 

0.133078 
RROM 100% 0.32240 

ln51-52 
DROM 86.05% 0.196572 

0.048428 
RROM 100% 0.24500 

II ln37-38 
DROM 100% 0.386334 

0.038444 
RROM 100% 0.424778 

III 

ln12-13 
DROM 100% 0.376 

0 
RROM 100% 0.376 

ln20-21 
DROM 100% 0.08740 

0 
RROM 100% 0.08740 

 

With respect to cases of Type I, DROM fails repeatedly and 

leads to additional load shedding under certain fluctuation 

scenarios considered using the Monte Carlo simulations. For 

cases of Type II the DROM strategies remain feasible but their 
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performance is poor. It is observed that RROM performs 

better in the above two cases in terms of robustness. Type III 

denotes the cases in which DROM and RROM have identical 

restoration performance, with the same average recovered 

power; these represent most cases in the simulation tests. 

D.  The Advantages of RROM over IGDT-RRDM 

In this part, we make a comparison between RROM and 

IGDT-RRDM in restoration performance under the worst-case 

fluctuation scenarios, and explain the advantages of RROM 

mentioned above through these simulation results. The 

predefined uncertainty sets of DG outputs and load demands in 

RROM are similar to Part B. With respect to the parameters of 

IGDT-RRDM, we set the demand coefficient   to 0.8 and the 

fluctuation of DG outputs   to 0.3, with the objective to 

maximize the fluctuation of load demands . 

Excluding 17 branches with zero restorable power, we 

conduct an “N-1” restoration scan process in the worst-case 

fluctuation scenarios again. Fig 4 presents the comparison 

results between IGDT-RRDM and RROM in restoration 

performance. The dotted green line denotes the demanded 

restorable power of IGDT-RRDM, which is a discounted (80%) 

result of the original optimal objective of DROM. And the 

solid blue curve and the dashed red curve represent the final 

restored power of RROM and IGDT-RRDM, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 4.  A restoration performance comparison between IGDT-RRDM and 

RROM under the worst-case fluctuation scenarios. The x-axis is the sequence 

number of the scan in decreasing order of the demanded restorable power. 

The y-axis is the final restored power, in units of MW. 

 

It shows that both RROM and IGDT-RRDM strategies kept 

feasible in all the worst-case scenarios, while RROM 

performed not worse than IGDT-RRDM in all cases, and 

achieved higher restored power in 15 cases among them. 

These results reflect that the strategies generated from IGDT-

RRDM may just robust feasible solutions, but not the robust 

optimal solutions obtained via RROM. 

Since IGDT-RRDM can provide a Pareto optimal front with 

a given   and each point  , ,    in such front is associated 

with a particular restoration strategy. Here, we intend to 

compare RROM against IGDT-RRDM with different values of 

parameters  , ,    under the worst-case scenarios. Simulation 

results of three cases are presented as Table VII. The values of 

parameters in IGDT-RRDM, for example, [0.862, 0.3, 0.8] is 

corresponding to  , ,   in sequence, and means that =0.862 , 

=0.3 and =0.8 . Table VII lists the disconnected branches in 

restoration strategies, and the other remaining branches are all 

connected. 

From Table VII, it is seen that the strategies obtained via 

IGDT-RRDM change with different values of  , ,   , leading 

to distinct restored power in simulations. However, only with 

the best values of parameters, the restoration performance of 

IGDT-RRDM can match up to RROM’s, otherwise an un-

optimal strategy will be obtained. In addition, it seems that 

there is no general rule to use to choose the optimal values for 

the parameters from the simulation results.  
 

TABLE VII.                                                                                                           

RESTORATION RESULTS OF RROM AND IGDT-RRDM WITH DIFFERENT 

PARAMETERS IN THREE CASES UNDER THE WORST-CASE SCENARIOS. 

Faulty 

Branch 
Model 

Restored 

power 

(MW) 

Disconnected 

branches in 

restoration strategies 

ln7-8 

RROM 2.35973 
ln11-12, ln13-14, 

ln49-50, ln39-48. 

IGDT-

RRDM 

[0.862,0.3,0.8]  2.1665 
ln13-20, ln15-69, 

ln27-54, ln39-48. 

[0.758,0.6,0.8]  2.29259 
ln15-16, ln68-69, 

ln50-51, ln39-48. 

[0.648,0.3,0.9] 2.33045 
ln12-13 ln14-15, 

ln50-51, ln39-48. 

[0.544,0.6,0.9] 2.35973 
ln11-12, ln18-19, 

ln49-50, ln39-48. 

ln8-40 

RROM 2.3397 
ln11-12, ln13-14, 

ln49-50, ln39-48. 

IGDT-

RRDM 

[0.758,0.3,0.8]  2.14648 
ln13-20, ln15-69, 

ln27-54, ln39-48. 

[0.661,0.6,0.8]  2.3397 
ln11-12, ln19-20, 

ln49-50, ln39-48. 

[0.559,0.3,0.9] 2.27258 
ln16-17, ln50-51, 

ln15-69, ln39-48. 

[0.462,0.6,0.9] 2.33421 
ln12-13, ln15-16, 

ln49-50, ln39-48. 

ln42to43 

RROM 1.14528 
ln10-11, ln14-15, 

ln15-16, ln49-50.. 

IGDT-

RRDM 

[0.511,0.3,0.8]  0.935196 
ln4-5, ln12-13, 

 ln14-15, ln53-54.. 

[0.454,0.6,0.8]  1.11316 
ln4-5, ln13-14, 

 ln15-16, ln51-52. 

[0.454,0.3,0.9] 1.11316 
ln4-5, ln14-15,  

ln51-52, ln15-69. 

[0.396,0.6,0.9] 1.11316 
ln4-5, ln13-14,  

ln51-52, ln15-69. 

 

According to the simulation results, robust feasible but not 

optimal strategies may be generated from IGDT-RRM, while 

RROM can guarantee the robustness and optimality of its 

strategies simultaneously, and has apparent superiors over 

IGDT-RROM. 

E.  The Impact of the Uncertainty Budget 

Using the uncertainty budget given in equation (15), we can 

tune the value of budget N to adjust the conservativeness of 

RROM. Under the worst-case fluctuation scenarios in the 

overall uncertainty sets, RROM is utilized for restoration with 

varying budget N. The results of four cases are shown in Fig.4, 

involving branch 14-15, branch 15-16, branch 18-19 and 

branch 59-60. 
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Figure 5.  Restoration performance of RROM with varying budget N under 

the worst-case fluctuation scenarios in the whole uncertainty sets. The x-axis 

is the value of the uncertainty budget N, which is a discrete integer. The y-

axis is the restored power using RROM strategies with the corresponding 

budget, whose unit is MW. 

 

From Fig. 5, it is observed that the restored power of 

RROM increases under the same worst-case scenarios when 

the budget N is increased, consistent with the intuitive result 

that a larger budget should yield a more robust strategy. In 

addition, the restored power convergences rapidly with 

increasing budget, and reaches an optimal value when the 

budget is set to three or four. 

F.  Numerical Tests on 246-bus Distribution System 

To further illustrate the scalability of the proposed method, 

RROM has been tested on a larger scale distribution system 

additionally, which comprises two feeders, 246 buses, 244 

branches and 5 link lines in total. As shown in Fig 6, the test 

system combines two parallel feeders, and each of them 

follows an identical modified IEEE 123-bus system, presented 

in Fig 7. The square and the gray rectangles denote the 

substation bus (marked as “bus-1”) and the distribution 

generations, respectively. These dashed red lines represent the 

link lines that are usually open, while link line-3 is the one that 

connects these two feeders from bus-72(A) to bus-72(B). 

Detailed parameters and configurations of the modified IEEE 

123-bus test system are available online [27].  
 

Feeder A

Feeder B

Substation
Bus-1(A)

Bus-1(B)

Bus-72(A)

Bus-72(B)

Link-3

 
Figure 6.  The double-feeder distribution system used for simulation tests (a 

combination of two IEEE 123-bus systems, shown in Fig 7). 

 

Similarly, we compare RROM against DROM in restoration 

performance under the worst-case fluctuation and using Monte 

Carlo simulations. The predefined uncertainty sets of DG 

outputs and load demands are exactly the same as equation 

(31), and we assume that all branches can be operated in the 

restoration procedure. Since the configurations of this double-

feeder test system are symmetrical, only the cases when faults 

occurs on Feeder A are under consideration in the following 

simulation tests. 
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Figure 7.  The modified IEEE 123-bus distribution systems in each feeder. 

 

    1)  Tests in the Worst-Case Fluctuation Scenarios 

Skipping 60 branches with zero restorable power and two 

link lines, the simulation results of “N-1” scan conducted in 

Feeder A are shown as Fig 8, when the restoration strategies of 

DROM and RROM are implemented under the worst-case 

scenarios.  

 

 
Figure 8.  A restoration performance comparison between the DROM and 

RROM under the worst-case fluctuation scenarios in the “N-1” scan of Feeder 

A. The x-axis is the sequence number of the scan in decreasing order of the 

restored power of RROM strategies. The y-axis is the final restored power, in 

units of MW. 

 

In Fig 8, the solid blue curve and the dashed red curve 

represent the final restored power of RROM and DROM, 

respectively. It was obvious that RROM performed much more 

robust than DROM in the worst-case conditions, and 

recovered more outage power in 30 cases among the overall 62 

testcases. The feasibility and optimality of RROM strategies 

were guaranteed at all times. While it caused that failures 

occurred in 23 cases using DROM strategies, inducing extra 

load shedding. The aggregate restoration results of DROM and 

RROM are summarized in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII.                                                                                                           

RESTORATION COMPARISON OF DROM AND RROM IN THE “N-1” SCAN OF 

FEEDER A UNDER THE WORST-CASE FLUCTUATION SCENARIOS 

Model 

Number 

of 

failures  

Success 

rate 

Total restored 

power (MW) 

Number of cases 

with higher 

restored power 
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DROM 23 62.9% 31.476 0 

RROM 0 100% 46.397 30 

 

    2)  Tests Using Monte Carlo Simulations 

Another restoration “N-1” scan is carried out in Feeder A of 

the double-feeder distribution system using Monte Carto 

simulations. Each contingency case is tested for 2000 

fluctuation scenarios, which are generated independently and 

randomly in Gaussian distributions within the 3 intervals of 

expression (31). Four typical cases are chosen to summarize 

the simulation results, including branch 19A-22A (A means 

that the corresponding bus lies in Feeder A, so does B), branch 

61A-62A, branch 73A-74A, and branch 94A-96A, as 

presented in Table IX. 
 

TABLE IX.                                                                                                           

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION RESULTS USING DROM AND RROM FOR 

RESTORATION IN FIVE TYPICAL CASES OF FEEDER A 

Faulty 

Branch Model Success 

rate 

Average 

restored power 

P  (MW) 

Disconnected 

branches in 

restoration strategies 

ln73A-74A 

( Type I ) 

DROM 96.25% 0.634715 

ln94B-95B, ln61A-

118A, ln61B-118B, 

ln72A-72B 

RROM 100% 0.66 

ln51A-52A, ln94B-

95B, ln117B-123B, 

ln72A-72B 

ln94A-96A 

( Type I ) 

DROM 90.55% 0.0166906 

ln19A-120A, ln61B-

118B, ln55B-95B, 

ln72A-72B 

RROM 100% 0.02 

ln52A-123A, ln94B-

95B, ln117B-123B, 

ln72A-72B 

ln61A-62A 

( Type II ) 

DROM 100% 1.68242 

ln70B-71B, ln77B-

87B, ln55A-95A, 

ln117B-123B 

RROM 100% 1.685 

ln48A-50A, ln69B-

70B, ln90B-92B, 

ln102B-122B 

ln19A-22A 

( Type III ) 

DROM 100% 0.85 

ln90A-92A, ln88B-

90B, ln68B-118B, 

ln72A-72B 

RROM 100% 0.85 

ln68A-69A, ln68A-

73A, ln68B-73B, 

ln98B-122B 

 

These testcases are classified into three types according to 

their results. As for Type III, the restoration performances of 

DROM and RROM strategies are observed to be the same. 

While RROM achieved a 100% success rate in all cases, and 

gained more average restored power than DROM in Type I 

and II. Once again, above simulation results verified the 

robustness and optimality of RROM.  

G.  Computational Efficiency 

Numerical simulations are implemented in a computing 

environment with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4510U CPUs running 

at 2.60 GHz and with 8-GB RAM. We use Microsoft Visual 

Studio 2010 for programming and solved using IBM ILOG 

CPLEX 12.5. Regarding the modified PG&E 69-bus system, it 

takes 2.3 seconds on average to complete a DROM process, 

including model building and solution, while the average CPU 

time is 20.8 seconds for RROM, which generally converges in 

one or two iterations. In terms of the 246-bus test system, the 

average CPU time is 3.5s and 130.3s for DROM and RROM, 

respectively. Actually, the computing time heavily relies on the 

scale of potential solution space. Although the branch-and-

bound algorithm will consume significantly more time with 

increasing size of problems, distribution networks can operate 

in a decentralized manner [28] [29] and the real scale in 

restoration make RROM acceptable. Some speedup algorithms 

introduced in [15] can be utilized to improve the 

computational efficiency. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Uncertainty factors of DG outputs and load demands in 

active distribution network restoration bring challenges to 

traditional deterministic methods. To incorporate these 

uncertainties, we propose a two-stage adaptive robust 

restoration optimization model, formulated as a mixed integer 

linear programming problem, whose solution can be obtained 

using the column-and-constraint method. The implementation 

of this robust method is tested on a modified PG&E 69-bus 

system and a 246-bus distribution system. The results of 

numerical tests indicate that the restoration strategies 

generated from our model are robust under fluctuating DG 

outputs and time-varying load demands, and are feasible for all 

scenarios in the predefined uncertainty sets. The superiority of 

our model is validated in comparison with a deterministic 

model for restoration performance. 
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